Title

Tags

Affirming the light : ten
stories of Quaker peace
witness

Quaker, peace

The amazing fact of
Quaker worship

introduction,
Quaker

The Amazing Fact of
Quaker Worship
(Swarthmore Lecture)

introduction,
Quaker

Answering that of God :
discovering spirit within

Quaker,
spiritual life

Athwart the Storm: Prose
and Poems

Quaker, poetry,
Universalism,
Biography

Before the meeting : a
handbook for clerks

Quaker, Quaker
Life

Being a Quaker : a guide
for newcomers

introduction,
Quaker

Review

Comments

Being a Quaker: Volume
introduction,
1: A Guide for Newcomers Quaker

Book of Quaker Saints

introduction,
Quaker
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Title

Tags

Breakthrough to unity :
the Quaker way held
within the mystic
traditions

Quaker Life,
Christianity,
spiritual life,
Kindlers

Bringing the invisible into
the light : some Quaker
feminists speak of their
experience

Quaker,
spiritual life,
Swarthmore
lecture

Broken for life

Quaker,
spiritual life,
Swarthmore
lecture

But who do you say that I
am? : Quakers and Christ
today

Quaker Life,
Christianity,
Kindlers

Caring for one another :
notes for Overseers in the
Society of Friends

Quaker, Quaker
Life

The castle and the field

Swarthmore
lecture,
spiritual life

The Christian life - lived
experimentally : an
anthology of the writings
of Kathleen Lonsdale

Quaker,
Christian

Coming home : an
introduction to the
Quakers

Quaker,
introduction

Conflict in meetings

Quaker, Quaker
Life

Review

Comments

Cooperative Games
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Title

Tags

Costing not less than
everything : sustainability
and spirituality in
challenging times

Swarthmore
lecture,
spiritual life,
Sustainability

Courage to grow

Quaker,
spiritual life

Credo

Quaker,
spiritual life

The Day War Came

children, peace,
refugee, war

Desperately Seeking
Asylum

refugee

Dragon's Backbone :
Portraits of Chengdu
People in the 1920's

Quaker, history

Elizabeth Fry, 1780-1845:
Women in Prison

Quaker, social
witness, history,
children

Encounter with Silence:
Reflections from the
Quaker Tradition

Worship,
Quaker

The end of words

Quaker,
theology

The eternal promise : a
sequel to A testament of
devotion

Quaker, history,
spiritual life,
meeting for
worship

Review

Comments
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Title

Tags

An Exercise of the spirit :
Quakers & prayer

Quaker,
Spiritual life

Experiences in the life of
Mary Penington

Quaker, history,
Biography,
spiritual life

Review

Comments

Explorations: Discovering Quaker,
the Quaker Way
spiritual life

Facing death

Quaker, Quaker
Life, death

Faith in politics? A
testimony to equality
2017: The 2017
Swarthmore Lecture

Quaker,
Swarthmore
lecture

Food

Christian, social
witness

Forgiving justice : a
Quaker, Quaker
Quaker vision for criminal Life, social
justice
witness

Friends find words - : for Quaker,
worship and prayer,
Worship,
meditation, healing,
spiritual life
adversity, discovery and
affirmation : an anthology
George Fox and the
Quakers

Quaker, history
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Title

Tags

Gifts and ministries : a
discussion paper on
eldership

Quaker, Quaker
Life

Good News New
Testament : Today's
English version

Bible, spiritual
life

The Gospels in modern
English

Christian

Holding Faith: Creating
Peace in a Violent World

Peace, Quaker
life,
Nonviolence

Horizon : an anthology of
prose and poetry suitable
to be read at Quaker
funerals and for private
devotion

Quaker, Quaker
Life, Funerals,
poetry, death

Images and silence : the
future of Quaker ministry

Swarthmore
lecture, Quaker
Life, meeting
for worship

In and out the silence

Quaker, Quaker
Life, children

Introducing Quakers

introduction,
Quaker

Inventing heaven?
Quakers confront the
challenges of genetic
engineering

Ethics, science,
Quaker

Review

Comments
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Title

Tags

James Nayler, 1618-1660
: the Quaker indicted by
Parliament

Quaker, history,
Biography

John Woolman :
conscientious affirmer

Quaker, history,
Biography

Review

Comments

The journal of George Fox Quaker, history,
Biography

Journeying the heartlands Quaker,
: exploring spiritual
spiritual life,
practices of Quaker
Worship
worship
Jung and the Quaker way

Quaker,
spiritual life

Knowing the mystery of
life within : selected
writings of Isaac
Penington in their
historical and theological
context

Quaker, history

Let's Play Together: Over
300 co-operative games
for children and adults
(Green Print)
Letters of a prisoner for
conscience sake

history,
pacifism,
Quaker,
conscientious
objection,
prison

Light in darkness. A book
of daily readings

spiritual life
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Title

Tags

A light that is shining : an
introduction to the
Quakers

Quaker,
introduction

Light That is Shining, A:
An Introduction to the
Quakers

introduction,
Quaker, young
people

Light That is Shining, A:
An Introduction to the
Quakers

introduction,
Quaker

A Light That is Shining:
Introduction to the
Quakers

introduction,
Quaker

Review

Comments

Living our Beliefs: An
Exploration of the faith
and practice of the
Quakers
Living Witness Project:
Exploring Friends'
Witness to Sustainable
Living

Quaker,
Sustainability

Love growing in us :
questioning the Quaker
peace testimony

Quaker, peace

Meet we must : a life of
Mary Penington, 16231682

Quaker, history,
Biography

Mending hurts

Swarthmore
lecture
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Title

Tags

A minority of one : a
journey with Friends

Quaker, Quaker
Life,
Swarthmore
lecture

A minority of one : a
journey with Friends

Quaker,
spiritual life,
Swarthmore
lecture

Moving into membership

Quaker Life,
Membership

Never a Dull Day

children,
Quaker Life

No more but my love :
letters of George Fox,
1624-91

Quaker, history

Nonsense on stilts? : a
Quaker view of human
rights

Quaker, Human
rights

Objection Overruled:
Conscription and
Conscience in the First
World War

history, peace,
conscientious
objection, war

Review

Comments

Of one heart diverse mind Quaker,
spiritual life

Our Quaker identity :
religious society-- or
friendly society?

Quaker,
spiritual life

Our Quaker Identity:
Religious Society - or
Friendly Society?

introduction,
Quaker
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Title

Tags

Review

Pacifism Under Test

history,
conscientious
objection, war,
pacifism,
Quaker

Moving DVD with
extracts from
interviews with
former members of
Friends Ambulance
Unit and Friends
Relief Service. Too
long to watch all at
once, but good to dip
into and is well
organised into
themes.

Comments

Parachute Games

Part of the Rainbow: A
plain Quaker look at
Lesbian Gay and Bisexual
lives

Quaker, social
witness,
sexuality

Peace and war : a
collection of poems

peace, poetry

The Peace Kit

children,
Quaker Life,
peace

Peaceful Inside

Pip and the Edge of
Heaven by Elizabeth
Liddle (2003-03-21)

children,
spiritual life

Playing in the presence :
genetics, ethics and
spirituality

Quaker,
Swarthmore
lecture
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Title

Tags

Review

Comments

Poems & Prayers for a
Better World

The power we call God :
towards a global
understanding: Quaker
threshings

Quaker,
spiritual life

Previous convictions and
end-of-the-millennium
Quakerism

Quaker,
spiritual life,
Swarthmore
lecture

Prison pioneer: The story
of Elizabeth Fry (Quaker
Tapestry Booklets)

Quaker, history,
social witness

Quaker by Convincement

introduction,
Quaker

Quaker by Convincement
(Pelican)

introduction,
Quaker

The Quaker peace
testimony

Quaker, peace

Quaker quotes

Quaker,
spiritual life

Quaker strongholds

Quaker, history,
Worship,
spiritual life

The Quakerism of
experience : a discussion
document

Quaker,
spiritual life,
theology
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Title

Tags

The Quakers

Quaker,
introduction

Review

Comments

The Quakers : a very short Quaker,
introduction
introduction

Quakers in Britain: A
century of change 18951995

Quaker, Quaker
Life, spiritual
life, history

The Quakers in northwest England

Quaker, history

A quartet of Quakers :
Isaac and Mary
Penington, John Bellers,
John Woolman

Quaker, history,
Biography

Reasonable Uncertainty:
Quaker Approach to
Doctrine (Swarthmore
Lecture)

introduction,
Quaker

Revelations of divine love

spiritual life,
Christianity

Rooted in Christianity,
open to new light :
Quaker spiritual diversity

Quaker,
spiritual life,
Christianity

The sea of faith

spiritual life,
Christianity
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Tags

Sea Prayer

children

Review

Comments

Servant of the meeting :
Quaker, Quaker
Quaker business meetings Life
and their clerks

Signposts : Quakers
exploring interfaith

Quaker,
spiritual life

Silence and speech

Quaker,
introduction,
meeting for
worship

The singing of new songs

Quaker,
spiritual life

Some rural Quakers :
Quaker, history
ahistory of Quakers and
Quakerism at the corners
of the four shires of
Oxford, Warwick,
Worcester and Gloucester
The Soul Bird

children, peace,
feelings,
spiritual life

Sparks among the stubble Quaker, history,
children

Sparks among the stubble Quaker, history,
children
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Title

Tags

The spirit of the Quakers

Quaker,
spiritual life

Spiritual discernment :
the context and goal of
clearness committees

Quaker, Quaker
Life, spiritual
life

Strange harmony

Quaker, history,
Biography,
China

Telling our stories :
wrestling with a fresh
language for the spiritual
journey

Quaker,
spiritual life,
Biography

This I warn you in love :
witness of some early
Quaker women

Quaker

This we can say : talking
honestly about sex

Quaker, Quaker
Life, sexuality

Through us, not from us.
vocal ministry and
Quaker worship

Quaker,
meeting for
worship,
spiritual life

Tomorrow

children, peace,
war

Review

Comments

Towards a Quaker view of Quaker, history,
sex; an essay by a group
social witness,
of friends
sexuality

Trevor Huddleston :
turbulent priest

Christianity,
Biography,
social witness
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Tags

Truth of the heart : an
anthology of George Fox
1624-1691

Quaker,
spiritual life

Twelve Quakers and
equality

Quaker,
introduction,
Quaker Life

Twelve Quakers and God

Quaker, Quaker
Life, spiritual
life

Twelve Quakers and God

Quaker,
spiritual life,
introduction

Twelve Quakers and
Jesus

Quaker, Quaker
Life, spiritual
life

Twelve Quakers and
Jesus

Quaker,
introduction,
spiritual life

Twelve Quakers and
Jesus

Quaker

Twenty Questions About
Jesus

Christianity

Undaunted zeal : the
letters of Margaret Fell

Quaker, history

Review

Comments
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Title

Tags

The universal Jesus

Christianity,
spiritual life

Universe as revelation :
An ecomystical theology
for friends

Quaker,
spiritual life,
Environment

The valiant sixty

Quaker, history

Visioning new fire :
working for Quaker
renewal

Quaker,
spiritual life

Visioning new fire :
working for Quaker
renewal

Quaker Life,
spiritual life

War prevention works :
50 stories of people
resolving conflict

peace,
Nonviolence,
war

What does love require of
us? Quaker promptings
towards love in action

Quaker,
spiritual life

What Is God?

children,
spiritual life

Review

Comments

Why silence? revisiting
Quaker,
the foundations of Quaker spiritual life,
worship
Worship

Why Wait for Heaven?

Quaker,
spiritual life
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Title

Tags

With a Tender Hand: A
Resource Book for
Eldership and Oversight
2015

Pastoral Care,
Quaker

Womens speaking
justified : and other
seventeenth-century
Quaker writings about
women

Quaker, history

Working in the silence :
an analysis of a short
period of human rights
witness in the Palestinian
West Bank : based on the
Palestinian field journal
of Maurice Hopper, 8th
November 2003 to 7th
February 2004

Quaker, social
witness, peace

Review

Comments

The Worship Kit: A Young children,
Person's Guide to Quaker Quaker Life,
Worship
meeting for
worship
The York Retreat in the
light of the Quaker way :
moral treatment theory :
humane therapy or mind
control?

Quaker, history,
social witness

You and the Quakers: A
introduction,
Book About the Society of Quaker Life,
Friends, for Young People young people

Yours faithfully : collected Christian
radio talks

Zoe goes to meeting

Quaker,
children
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